For most words, the relationship between sound and meaning appears arbitrary: The sound of a word does not typically tell us what it means ([@bibr17-0956797620927967]). A growing body of work, however, has shown that the sounds of words can carry subtle cues about what they refer to (for reviews, see [@bibr18-0956797620927967]; [@bibr34-0956797620927967]). One of the first studies to demonstrate the existence of nonarbitrary mappings between sound and meaning was conducted by [@bibr26-0956797620927967], in which participants displayed a reliable preference to match the pseudoword *takete* with a spiky angular shape and the pseudoword *maluma* with a curvy rounded shape (see [Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"}, top). Using different stimuli pairs, numerous studies have extended this finding, showing the existence of similar preferences across speakers from diverse linguistic backgrounds (e.g., [@bibr11-0956797620927967]; [@bibr35-0956797620927967]) as well as in 4-month-old infants ([@bibr33-0956797620927967]). Among these studies, the stimuli pairs *bouba* and *kiki* used by [@bibr35-0956797620927967] have become so prominent that this sound--shape preference is now often referred to as the "*bouba-kiki* effect" (see [Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"}, middle).

![Examples of mapping between shapes and other modalities. The spiky and rounded shapes used in the seminal studies by [@bibr26-0956797620927967] and [@bibr35-0956797620927967] are shown in the top and middle rows, respectively. In a nonverbal method for assessing arousal, which was first introduced by [@bibr10-0956797620927967], the two manikins (bottom row) contain similar spiky and rounded shapes to represent the notion of high arousal versus low arousal.](10.1177_0956797620927967-fig1){#fig1-0956797620927967}

However, nearly a century after [@bibr26-0956797620927967] initial study, and despite the increasing number of studies investigating the *bouba-kiki* effect, little is known about the cognitive processes underlying this phenomenon. Previous investigations into the source of this effect have yielded a variety of explanations, including orthographical influences (i.e., matching on the basis of aligning letter curvature and shape roundedness; [@bibr14-0956797620927967]), the co-occurrence of certain shapes with certain sounds in the natural environment ([@bibr38-0956797620927967]), and the possible "cross-wiring" between auditory and visual brain maps ([@bibr35-0956797620927967]).

Given that the *bouba-kiki* effect shows up early in development ([@bibr29-0956797620927967]; [@bibr33-0956797620927967]), exists in radically different cultures ([@bibr11-0956797620927967]), is implicit ([@bibr42-0956797620927967]; but see [@bibr43-0956797620927967]), and occurs even prior to conscious awareness of the visual stimuli ([@bibr20-0956797620927967]; [@bibr22-0956797620927967]), it is plausible that the mechanism underlying this phenomenon may be fundamental to human experience. Here, we propose that emotional congruence---the similarity in the arousal elicited by auditory and visual stimuli---may mediate the association between shapes and words, with *kiki*-like words^[1](#fn1-0956797620927967){ref-type="fn"}^ and spiky shapes invoking a higher level of arousal than *bouba*-like words and rounded shapes.

Emotion has been implicated in orchestrating and regulating stimulus--response mappings. Accordingly, emotional states need to connect with different types of stimuli across different modalities, suggesting a possible role for emotion in cross-modal associations. The mediating role of affective meaning has already been observed in cross-sensory correspondences: among auditory, visual, and tactile stimuli ([@bibr28-0956797620927967]; [@bibr41-0956797620927967]); between music and color ([@bibr23-0956797620927967]); and even between more abstract concepts such as vowels and size ([@bibr6-0956797620927967]; [@bibr21-0956797620927967]). Furthermore, when participants are asked to rate the meaning of concepts using scales between bipolar adjectives, such as rounded--angular and soft--hard, most of the variance in ratings could be accounted for by the affective dimensions of valence and arousal ([@bibr32-0956797620927967]).

Within existing affective dimensions ([@bibr32-0956797620927967]), arousal seems to be the most well-suited candidate for mediating the *bouba-kiki* effect, given its dominant role in vocal communication and iconic mappings ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]). At the auditory level of processing, the group of *kiki*-like words used in previous studies has often involved voiceless plosives (e.g., /k/ and /t/) and short vowels (e.g., /i/), which make words feel more harsh and arousing, as shown at both the behavioral-processing level ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]) and neural-processing level ([@bibr3-0956797620927967], [@bibr4-0956797620927967]). Similarly, noisy and punctuated sounds as well as sounds with sharp (abrupt) onsets (e.g., *kiki*, *takete*) are generally associated with high arousal, hostility, and aggression ([@bibr30-0956797620927967]). At the level of visual processing, people generally associate sharp-angled visual objects with negative valence and high arousal ([@bibr8-0956797620927967]), which can potentially stem from a similar feeling of threat triggered by the sharpness of the angles. Moreover, using models of geometric patterns, studies of human body shapes and facial expressions suggest that simple sharp shapes (e.g., a V-shaped corner) convey threat, whereas simple round shapes (e.g., an O-shaped element) convey warmth and calmness ([@bibr1-0956797620927967]). Lastly, in a widely used nonverbal technique for assessing arousal, the Self-Assessment Manikin ([@bibr10-0956797620927967]), people are asked to rate the level of arousal of different types of stimuli by selecting from among a set of manikins that best fits their perceived feeling. The two extreme manikins on the left and on the right of the rating scale intuitively make use of spiky shapes versus rounded shapes to pictorially represent high levels of arousal versus low levels of arousal, respectively (see [Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"}, bottom).

In sum, we hypothesized that in *bouba*-*kiki* experiments, people rely on the arousal evoked by sounds and shapes to match auditory and visual stimuli to one another. To test this, we conducted three experiments. In Experiment 1, we gathered a comprehensive list of the shapes and words used in previous studies examining the *bouba*-*kiki* effect. We then collected ratings of arousal for these shapes and words and compared these rating values across rounded--spiky and *bouba*--*kiki* categories. In Experiment 2, we generated a new set of pseudowords representative of English phonology. We then developed a model-driven measure of arousal for the previously published words and compared the predicted values across *bouba*--*kiki* categories. Finally, to test the generalizability of arousal as a mediating factor, we asked participants in Experiment 3 (preregistered) to match a novel set of pseudowords varying in their arousal with the rounded--spiky shapes from previous studies.

Experiment 1 {#section1-0956797620927967}
============

We asked participants to rate the degree of arousal of shapes and words in two separate conditions (shape condition and word condition) to determine whether *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words and the corresponding shapes would yield different levels of arousal.

Method {#section2-0956797620927967}
------

### Participants {#section3-0956797620927967}

Two groups of native-English-speaking Cornell University undergraduates participated for course credit. A total of 24 participants (14 women; age: *M* = 19.5 years, range = 18--21) rated the words and 28 participants (17 women; age: *M* = 19.7 years, range = 18--22) rated the shapes for affective arousal. The sample size was based on those used in similar rating studies of the affective arousal of words, pseudowords, or pictorial stimuli (18--30 ratings per item; e.g., [@bibr2-0956797620927967]; [@bibr10-0956797620927967]).

### Materials {#section4-0956797620927967}

We selected previous studies investigating the *bouba*-*kiki* phenomenon by searching for the keywords "bouba kiki" on Google Scholar (<https://scholar.google.com>). From these studies, we selected those that used different sets of words and shapes, yielding a total of eight studies that used 29 different pairs of shapes and 45 different pairs of words. A professional male actor who was a native-English speaker recorded the stimuli. Words were spoken in a listlike manner to prevent affective prosody and recorded in a professional sound-recording booth.

### Procedure {#section5-0956797620927967}

We asked participants to rate how exciting or calming each presented image felt (shape condition) or each presented word sounded (word condition), following the instructions of previous studies ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]; [@bibr10-0956797620927967]). The order of presentation within the lists of words and shapes was randomized across participants. Importantly, we did not use the Self-Assessment Manikin ([@bibr10-0956797620927967]) because the shapes in this instrument could potentially cause bias (see the introduction and [Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). Instead, a 5-point scale was shown on the screen, characterized by five bars of different heights from *very calming* (1) to *very exciting* (5). For the words, participants were instructed to give their ratings solely on the basis of the sound of the item and not its potential similarity to real words (for detailed instructions, see [Figs. S1 and S2](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material available online](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)). Note that we used bars of increasing heights to visualize the intensity of arousal from low to high. This choice also provided a neutral counterpart to the Self-Assessment Manikin typically used to measure arousal and thus provides some continuity with that literature.

### Analysis {#section6-0956797620927967}

Differences in the ratings of spiky shapes versus rounded shapes and *kiki*-like words versus *bouba*-like words were analyzed with *t* tests using the statistical software JMP Pro 14 ([@bibr37-0956797620927967]). For studies with more than one item in a category, we first calculated an average rating for each category and conducted the *t* test on the basis of the average ratings of participants.

Results {#section7-0956797620927967}
-------

A comparison of the arousal ratings in the shape condition revealed significantly higher arousal for spiky shapes than rounded shapes (spiky: *M* = 3.45, *SE* = 0.039; rounded: *M* = 2.43, *SE* = 0.037; *p* \< .0001, *d* = 0.92). We then compared the ratings separately for the materials used in each study. The results showed significant differences in arousal ratings between stimulus types in each study, with spiky shapes rated as having significantly higher arousal than rounded shapes (see [Fig. 2a](#fig2-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)).

![Results from Experiments 1 and 2. For Experiment 1, arousal ratings are shown for each set of stimuli in the (a) shape condition and (b) word condition, separately for each of the eight previous studies. For Experiment 2 (c), model-driven predicted levels of arousal are shown for each word used in the previous studies. Asterisks indicate significant differences between stimuli (\**p* \< .05, \*\**p* \< .01, \*\*\**p* \< .001). Error bars in (a) and (b) represent standard errors of the mean. The studies are referred to by the first author's initial: C = [@bibr14-0956797620927967]; D = [@bibr16-0956797620927967]; K = [@bibr26-0956797620927967]; M = [@bibr29-0956797620927967]; N = [@bibr30-0956797620927967]; O = [@bibr31-0956797620927967]; R = [@bibr35-0956797620927967]; W = [@bibr42-0956797620927967].](10.1177_0956797620927967-fig2){#fig2-0956797620927967}

In the word condition, we compared arousal ratings for *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words; *kiki*-like words were rated significantly higher in arousal than *bouba*-like words (*kiki*: *M* = 3.16, *SE* = 0.033; *bouba*: *M* = 2.53, *SE* = 0.033; *p* \< .0001, *d* = 0.57). Separate analyses for each of the prior studies showed that *kiki*-like words always elicited higher mean arousal ratings than *bouba*-like words (see [Fig. 2b](#fig2-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)), similar to the shape condition.

In Experiment 1, the ratings for both shapes and words showed a consistent effect of category on arousal, with spiky shapes and *kiki*-like words rated higher in arousal than rounded shapes and *bouba*-like words across all of the studies. We took this as initial support for our hypothesis, showing that the typical shapes and words used in previous studies possess similar levels of arousal over different sensory modalities (i.e., visual vs. auditory).

Experiment 2 {#section8-0956797620927967}
============

In Experiment 2, we asked whether any wordlike stimulus can convey emotional information on the basis of the basic perceptual features of its sounds. Specifically, we developed a model-driven measure of the level of arousal in the sound of *bouba*-*kiki* words that can overcome some of the typical issues related to direct subjective judgments in Experiment 1 (e.g., familiarity of items).

Method {#section9-0956797620927967}
------

A new group of participants rated a large set of novel auditorily presented pseudowords for their level of arousal. We then extracted the acoustic features of these pseudowords to develop acoustic models capable of predicting the variation in the ratings. These models were applied to the word stimuli from Experiment 1 to predict their level of arousal solely on the basis of their acoustic features.

### Participants {#section10-0956797620927967}

A group of native-English-speaking Cornell University undergraduates participated for course credit. This sample of participants was divided into two groups to develop two independent acoustic models to test the reliability of the results. Thus, we randomly assigned each of the 70 participants (53 women; age: *M* = 18.8 years, range = 17--22) to one of two groups of equal sizes (*n* = 35 each). The sample size was calculated on the basis of the expected effect size from a similar previous study ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]; minimum *R*^2^ = 52.6%, *d* = 0.72) and assuming a power of 80%, resulting in a sample size of 32 participants per condition.

### Materials {#section11-0956797620927967}

To generate novel words representative of the phonotactics of English, we used the Wuggy algorithm ([@bibr25-0956797620927967]). Wuggy generates pseudowords on the basis of the syllabic structure (i.e., onset, nucleus, and coda) of a given real word, thereby producing combinations of phonemes that are permissible in a given language. We chose the first 1,500 most frequent one- and two-syllable nouns from the English CELEX database ([@bibr7-0956797620927967]) and adapted the program to generate five alternatives for each word. Candidate pseudowords that differed by fewer than two letters (added, deleted, or substituted) from the nearest real word were excluded (Coltheart distance = 1). For words with more than one remaining alternative, the one with the highest Levenshtein distance (i.e., the minimum number of insertions, deletions, or substitutions of a letter required to change the pseudoword into a real word) was selected. The list of words was checked for pseudohomophones, rare phonetic combinations, and similarity to real words by a native-English speaker. This resulted in 940 words, which were recorded as in Experiment 1.

### Procedure {#section12-0956797620927967}

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. We asked participants to evaluate 940 randomly presented pseudowords for how arousing they sounded (1 = *very calming*, 3 = *neutral*, 5 = *very exciting*). Ten practice items were presented at the beginning of the experimental session to familiarize participants with the task. The rating instructions were the same as those used in the word condition of Experiment 1 to elicit arousal ratings for previously published pseudowords. During a second inspection round (after collecting ratings), 11 pseudowords were identified as trisyllabic and excluded from subsequent analyses, resulting in 929 pseudowords (321 monosyllabic and 608 bisyllabic) in total.

Next, we extracted the acoustic features of these words and developed acoustic models that used these features to predict the variation in arousal ratings (cf. [@bibr2-0956797620927967]). We used the speech-analysis software Praat (Version 6.0.25; [@bibr9-0956797620927967]) for the acoustic modeling. For each word, we extracted 14 acoustic features known to modulate emotional vocalization ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]; [@bibr24-0956797620927967]): the mean of fundamental frequency f0 (time step = .01, minimum = 75 Hz, maximum = 300 Hz); the mean, the minimum, the maximum, the median, and the standard deviation of intensity (time step = .01); and the mean and the bandwidth of the first three formants, F1, F2, and F3 (time step = .01), from the spectral representation of the sound. Finally, the spectral centroid (spectral center of gravity) and the standard deviation of the spectrum were computed on the basis of fast Fourier transformations (time step = .01, minimum pitch = 75 Hz, maximum pitch = 300 Hz).

### Analysis {#section13-0956797620927967}

For the regression models, standard least squares was chosen as the fitting method using the statistical software JMP Pro 14 ([@bibr37-0956797620927967]). We then applied these acoustic models to our list of 45 pairs of *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words from the previous studies in Experiment 1 and predicted their affective arousal solely on the basis of their acoustic features.

Results {#section14-0956797620927967}
-------

Across two groups of participants (Group 1 and Group 2), average arousal ratings for the entire set of words were highly correlated, *r* = .73, *p* \< .0001. The results of linear regression models using the acoustic features to predict the arousal ratings showed that the acoustic features could account for 24.0% (for Group 1) and 22.9% (for Group 2) of the variance in arousal ratings (both *R*^2^ adjusted, *p*s \< .0001; for detailed model information, see [Fig. S3](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)). In both models, sound intensity and its related properties (e.g., minimum, maximum) were highly significant, replicating previous results on the dominant role of intensity in the arousal of different types of sounds ([@bibr2-0956797620927967]; [@bibr24-0956797620927967]). We next took the acoustic models (i.e., the linear equations) and applied them to the extracted acoustic features of the *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words to predict their arousal. We will refer to these two predicted values for arousal of *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words as "predicted arousal based on G1 and G2" (PAG1 and PAG2, respectively).

A comparison of the predicted values of arousal of the set of *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words from previous studies revealed significantly higher arousal for *kiki*-like words than *bouba*-like words, for both PAG1 (*kiki*: *M* = 3.07, *SE* = 0.023; *bouba*: *M* = 2.90, *SE* = 0.020), *t*(88) = 5.91, *p* \< .0001, *d* = 1.24, and PAG2 (*kiki*: *M* = 3.03, *SE* = 0.021; *bouba*: *M* = 2.85, *SE* = 0.019), *t*(88) = 6.17, *p* \< .0001, *d* = 1.36. Results of single comparisons across each of the eight selected studies showed that for both PAG1 and PAG2, the predicted values for the arousal of *kiki*-like words were consistently higher than those of *bouba*-like words in all of the studies (for Group 1 and Group 2 average ratings, see [Fig. 2c](#fig2-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"}). Because of the small number of *bouba*-like and *kiki*-like words in most of the studies, a statistical test of significance comparing the mean values at the item level within each study was not always possible (note that this was not an issue in Experiment 1, in which the analyses were at the participant level). Instead, we tested a null hypothesis that the directions of these single comparisons (i.e., *kiki* \> *bouba* vs. *bouba* \> *kiki*) were determined by chance. Thus, we considered the success or failure of the results being in the direction expected by our hypothesis as several Bernoulli trials, with the words in each study being independent events with a probability of success (i.e., *kiki* \> *bouba*) equal to chance (*p* = .50). Comparisons across all of the studies (see [Table S2](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)) showed that the predicted value of arousal for *kiki*-like words was higher than that for *bouba*-like words in all eight cases. Corresponding binomial tests thus rejected the null hypothesis: *X* \~ *B* (8, .5), *p*(*X* ≥ 8) = .003 for PAG1, and *X* \~ *B* (8, .5), *p*(*X* ≥ 8) = .003 for PAG2.

By showing that the predicted values for arousal significantly differ across *kiki*-like and *bouba*-like words, Experiment 2 provided further support for the hypothesis that arousal may mediate the *bouba*-*kiki* effect. Crucially, the present findings go beyond the limited selection of *bouba*-*kiki* words used in previous studies: Any wordlike stimulus can potentially convey emotional information solely on the basis of its perceptual acoustic characteristics (cf. [@bibr2-0956797620927967]; [@bibr3-0956797620927967]; [@bibr5-0956797620927967]), making it possible to match it with emotionally similar concepts (e.g., shapes).

Experiment 3 {#section15-0956797620927967}
============

To further establish the generalizability of the emotional-mediation hypothesis, we sought to replicate the classic *bouba*-*kiki* effect with a new set of words in a preregistered study (<https://aspredicted.org/mq97g.pdf>). We hypothesized that any word (or pseudoword) would be matched with spiky shapes versus rounded shapes depending on the level of arousal in its sound.

Method {#section16-0956797620927967}
------

### Participants {#section17-0956797620927967}

A group of 64 native-English-speaking Cornell University undergraduates participated for course credit (49 women; age: *M* = 19.2 years, range = 18--22). Assuming an effect size (*d*) of 0.5 (a medium effect), this sample size provides adequate power of 80%.

### Materials {#section18-0956797620927967}

On the basis of the ratings collected in Experiment 2, we selected 168 words and assigned them to three distinct groups of high arousal (\> 3.12), medium arousal (2.87--3.01), and low arousal (\< 2.75; see [Table S3](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)). The number of selected words was motivated by the number of available spiky and rounded shape pairs from previous studies (*N* = 28) and was chosen so that each pair would be presented an equal number of times across the experiment. Because of an existing confound between arousal-rating value and both the number of phonemes and the number of syllables in the words (*r* = .54, *p* \< .0001, and *r* = .53, *p* \< .0001, respectively), we controlled the number of phonemes across the three arousal categories (see [Table S3](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)) and selected the same number of monosyllabic words (*n* = 16) and bisyllabic words (*n* = 40) for each of these categories.

### Procedure {#section19-0956797620927967}

The order of presentation of the 168 words was randomized for each participant. During each presentation, a pair of spiky or rounded shapes from previously published studies was displayed. The position of each shape was counterbalanced; each shape in a pair appeared thrice throughout the course of the experiment on either side of the screen. Participants were given a two-alternative forced-choice task in which they used the keyboard to indicate which of the shapes best fitted a word they had heard.

### Analysis {#section20-0956797620927967}

As was preregistered, responses that took longer than 5 s were excluded from analysis (230 of 10,752), resulting in 10,522 responses that were analyzed. We fitted a logistic generalized linear mixed model to our data set using the *glmmTMB* package ([@bibr12-0956797620927967]) in the R software environment (Version 3.6.1; [@bibr36-0956797620927967]). We modeled response to shapes as a binary outcome (1 = spiky, 0 = rounded), word category (high, medium, low) as the predictor, and subject and word as random effects, and we used the binomial link function (the entire *R* code is available at <https://osf.io/a8sd4>).

Results {#section21-0956797620927967}
-------

In line with our hypothesis, results showed that the average probability of selecting a spiky shape over a rounded shape (i.e., reporting a response of 1) was significantly higher for the words in the high-arousal group than for those in the medium-arousal group, which was, in turn, higher than those in the low-arousal group. A summary of the actual results is shown in [Figure 3](#fig3-0956797620927967){ref-type="fig"} (for a summary of the results of the model output and the results of pairwise comparisons between each pair of word groups, see [Tables S4 and S5](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967) in the [Supplemental Material](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/0956797620927967)).

![Results from the two-alternative forced-choice task in Experiment 3: average probability of matching a pseudoword with a spiky shape or a rounded shape as a function of the level of arousal in its sound. Blue dots represent individual data points, and red dots represent group means. The width of the gray plots indicates the density of the data. The vertical red lines indicate standard errors of the mean.](10.1177_0956797620927967-fig3){#fig3-0956797620927967}

These results suggest that the extent to which a word in a *bouba*-*kiki* experiment is matched with a rounded shape or spiky shape depends on the level of arousal elicited by its sound. Importantly, the results generalize the mediating role of arousal to a new set of pseudowords and show that varying one factor in the characteristics of stimuli (i.e., arousal) in one modality (i.e., auditory words) can significantly impact the outcome of matching preferences in the other modality (i.e., visual images).

General Discussion {#section22-0956797620927967}
==================

The present results substantiate the emotional-mediation hypothesis (e.g., [@bibr28-0956797620927967]; [@bibr41-0956797620927967]) in the *bouba*-*kiki* paradigm, suggesting that information from different sensory domains can be linked through shared emotional associations. Our findings show that the tendency to match pseudowords with spiky shapes versus rounded shapes is associated with the level of arousal in their sound.

Although our data do not permit a direct conclusion about the causal role of arousal in driving the *bouba*-*kiki* effect, many of the effect's characteristics, such as its prevalence across different age groups (e.g., [@bibr33-0956797620927967]) and cultures (e.g., [@bibr11-0956797620927967]), can be explained by the emotional-mediation hypothesis. Particularly, recent findings on the occurrence of the effect even in the absence of visual awareness ([@bibr20-0956797620927967]; [@bibr22-0956797620927967]) suggest the involvement of automatic processes that bypass higher order cognitive analysis. This type of stimulus--response processing has been frequently reported for highly emotional stimuli; for instance, individuals with cortical blindness show spontaneous facial and pupillary reactions to nonconsciously perceived expressions of fear and happiness ([@bibr39-0956797620927967]). Although further studies are needed to determine the causal role of emotion in cross-modal mappings, our data suggest that affective arousal serves as a potent mediator between these domains.

Our results may also provide an answer to the problem of grounding abstract concepts during development. Despite the valuable insights of previous investigations, it is still a matter of debate as to how abstract sound categories (i.e., phonemes) can be linked to abstract shape forms (e.g., spikiness) merely on the basis of the physical characteristics of the stimuli. In line with theories emphasizing the role of affect in the representation of abstract words ([@bibr27-0956797620927967]; [@bibr40-0956797620927967]), our results suggest that the lack of direct sensorimotor information in an abstract concept may in part be compensated for by its affective relevance, which may help build links between specific abstract concepts and specific affective states. Accordingly, an abstract concept such as spikiness may be grounded in the affective system by the embodied experience of harmfulness and, hence, high arousal. Thus, learning to build abstract categories on the basis of their emotional relevance may be a crucial stepping stone in the development of abstract semantic representations during early word learning.

The present findings may moreover shed new light on the early stages of language evolution and the emergence of linguistic signs by highlighting the role of arousal. The *expression* and *perception* of affective states are fundamental aspects of human communication and, since [@bibr15-0956797620927967], have been viewed as a key impetus for language evolution. At the level of vocal expressions, arousal can be readily reflected in human vocalizations and thus extends to acoustic features of the speech signal. At the perception level, humans can reliably identify levels of arousal in the vocalizations of other humans ([@bibr24-0956797620927967]) as well as in diverse vertebrate species ([@bibr19-0956797620927967]). Thus, an initial form of vocalization may have been a motor reflection of arousal in the vocal tract. Such vocalizations might gradually have been used to refer to external objects that were associated with similar affective experience (e.g., sharp rocks becoming associated with high-arousal sounds). Grounding linguistic signs in the affective system may thereby have provided human verbal communication with an essential building block that is easily learnable and, thus, likely to be retained over the course of the cultural evolution of language ([@bibr13-0956797620927967]).
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Note that we use the term *word* to refer to both words with lexical meaning and pseudowords without lexical meaning (e.g., *kiki*, *bouba*).
